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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Title: Productions
Identifier: Accession 05-197
Date: 1977-1978
Extent: 14 cu. ft. (14 record storage boxes)
Creator: Smithsonian Institution. Office of Telecommunications
Language: Language of Materials: English

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 05-197, Smithsonian Institution. Office of Telecommunications, Productions

Access Restriction
Restrictions pertaining to the use of these materials may apply (based on contracts/copyright). Access restrictions may also apply if viewing/listening copies are not currently available. Viewing/listening copies can be made for a fee. Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of film and audio elements for "The Smithsonian Institution with S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary." The film, completed in 1977, provides an overview of the Smithsonian Institution with Secretary S. Dillon Ripley narrating.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Documentary films
- Documentary television programs
- Motion pictures -- Production and direction

Types of Materials:
- Motion pictures (visual works)
Sound recordings
Video recordings

Names:
Ripley, S. Dillon (Sidney Dillon), 1913-2001
Smithsonian Institution

Preferred Titles:
Smithsonian Institution with S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary (Television program)
# Container Listing

**Box 1**

- The Smithsonian Institution with S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 1.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 2.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 3.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 4.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 5.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 6.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 7.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 8.
- Box 1 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 9.

**Box 2**

- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 10.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 11.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 12.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 15.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 16.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 17.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 20.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 21.
- Box 2 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 22.

**Box 3**
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 23.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 24.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 25.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 26.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 27.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 28.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 29.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 30.
Box 3 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 31.

Box 4
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 32.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 33.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 34.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 35.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 36. "Focal Point: Work in Prison."
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 38.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 40.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 41.
Box 4 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 42. "Express Yourself."

Box 5
Box 5 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 44.
Box 5 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 45.
Box 5 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 46.
Box 5 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 47.
Box 5 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 48.
Box 5 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 49.
Box 5 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 51.

Box 5 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 52.

Box 5 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 53.

Box 6

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 54.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 55.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 56.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 57.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 58.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 59.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 60.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 61.

Box 6 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 62.

Box 7

Box 7 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 63.

Box 7 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 64.

Box 7 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 65.

Box 7 of 14


Box 7 of 14


Box 7 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 68. American Folklife Festival, Italians.

Box 7 of 14


Box 7 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 70. American Folklife Festival, Italians.

Box 7 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 71.

Box 8

Box 8 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 72.

Box 8 of 14

16mm. Original color negative. Roll 73.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 74.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 75.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 76.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 77.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 78.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 79.
Box 8 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 80.

Box 9
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 81.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 82.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 83.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 83-A.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 84.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 85.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 86.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 87.
Box 9 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 88.

Box 10
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 89.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 90.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 91.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 92.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 93.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 94.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 95.
Box 10 of 14  16mm. Original color negative. Roll 96.
Box 10 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 106. "1876."

Box 11
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 107.
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 108. "1876."
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 109. "1876."
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 110.
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 121. "1876."
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 128. "1876."
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 129. "1876."
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 131. "1876."
Box 11 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 132. "1876."

Box 12
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 133.
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 142. "1876."
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 143. "1876."
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 145. "1876."
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 149. "1876."
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 164.
Box 12 of 14 16mm. Original color negative. Roll 166.

Box 13
Box 13 of 14 16mm. A dial.
Box 13 of 14 16mm. B dial.
Box 13 of 14 16mm. A music.
Box 13 of 14 16mm. B music, edit sync.
Box 13 of 14 16mm. Color positive/color negative.
Box 13 of 14 16mm. Color positive/original color negative.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 13 of 14</th>
<th>16mm. Color negative. New scene.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 13 of 14</td>
<td>16mm. Color negative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 13 of 14</td>
<td>16mm. Edited Work print. 1977-1978.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 14</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 14 of 14</td>
<td>16mm. Release print, color. 28 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 14 of 14</td>
<td>16mm. Release print #47, color. 28 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 14 of 14</td>
<td>16mm. Release print #45, color. 28 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>